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CHAPTER 8

Drivers of Tunisian immigration policy

ABSTRACT 

Despite the fundamental reshuffling of political processes and immigration patterns, 
security concerns continued to dominate Tunisia’s immigration policies, changes 
remained informal or limited to specific migrant groups, and efforts by CSOs and IOs 
to initiate immigration reform were mostly unsuccessful. What explains this policy 
continuity despite changing political actors and growing immigration? This chapter 
looks at the drivers – institutions, interests, and ideas within society, the state, and 
the international arena – that shaped Tunisian immigration policy before, during, and 
after 2011. 

Adopting a chronological approach, the chapter shows that the striking continu-
ity in immigration policy since 2011 is paradoxically a result of the democratization 
of Tunisian politics. Under Bourguiba and Ben Ali, foreign policy priorities and the 
regime’s strategies for political legitimation and stability drove Tunisia’s dual policy of 
welcoming select migrant groups and at the same time restricting refugee, labour, and 
irregular migration. The democratic transition transferred political legitimacy to the 
electorate and thereby increased the weight of domestic factors such as popular opin-
ion and civil society activism in public policymaking. However, conflicting domes-
tic demands – for and against immigration liberalization – cancelled each other out 
and were overshadowed by more pressing economic and security issues. At the same 
time, the proliferation of actors involved in Tunisian immigration policymaking has 
propelled institution-specific interests to the foreground and reactivated a national 
unity narrative. This has compelled policymakers to put ‘Tunisians first’, prioritize the 
national electorate, and ignore issues of racism and immigration altogether because 
of their potential to polarize Tunisian society. Instead of triggering change, democrati-
zation has fostered a depoliticization of immigration, resulting in restrictive immigra-
tion policy continuity.

Other dynamics, such as the mobilization of international norms as a lobbying 
tool by Tunisian and European CSOs and IOs, as well as the preeminence of foreign 
policy interests for certain aspects of immigration policy, have remained mostly unaf-
fected by the regime change. Most strikingly, Tunisia’s ‘laissez-faire’ policy towards 
Libyan immigration exemplifies that policies are not necessarily driven by immigra-
tion patterns on the ground, but by the state’s broader domestic and foreign policy 
interests. Based on this analysis of immigration policy drivers, Chapter 9 investigates 
the inter-actor dynamics around immigration after 2011 that account for the general-
ized stalemate on and depoliticization of immigration.
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1  AUTOCRACY: THE DRIVERS OF SELECTION AND  
NON-POLITICIZATION

Over the post-independence period, Tunisia’s immigration policy was a by-product 
of the regime’s economic, diplomatic, and security priorities. It was decolonization, 
regional cooperation and external regime legitimation that drove both selective poli-
cies towards refugees and labour migrants under Bourguiba, as well as restrictive poli-
cies towards irregular migrants under Ben Ali. In the early 2000s, Law 2004-06 legally 
cemented this restrictive approach to increase the regime’s foreign policy leverage 
and domestic population surveillance.

1.1  FOREIGN POLICY DRIVERS: DECOLONIZATION, REGIONAL 
COOPERATION AND EXTERNAL REGIME LEGITIMATION

When immigration to Tunisia grew in the 19th century, Tunisian authorities started 
regulating foreigners’ rights to work or to own property through bilateral treaties with 
France, Italy, and the UK (Perkins 2004: 32). This system was largely maintained after 
France colonized Tunisia in 1881. In April 1898, a decree asked foreigners to declare 
and justify their residence in Tunisia, but no measures were taken to restrict immigra-
tion. Only in 1930 did French authorities introduce a work and residence permit, 
as well as a preference for national workers, and thus an implicit limitation of work 
permits to highly qualified foreigners. Work regulations were further restricted in July 
1953, when high administrative taxes for employers were introduced for every new or 
renewed work contract, as well as for the visas of workers’ family. 

In the aftermath of independence in 1956, Tunisia replaced the immigration laws 
inherited from the colonial period through legal reforms in 1968 and 1975. However, 
Tunisia’s immigration policy remained largely unchanged, dominated by foreign 
policy goals and migrant selectivity. Bourguiba’s foreign policy priorities – non-inter-
ference in other countries’ internal affairs, and sympathy with independence leaders 
across Africa – framed Tunisia’s approach to immigration until the 1980s: Personal 
friendships with Léopold Sédar Senghor, President of Senegal, or Félix Houphouët-
Boigny, President of Côte d’Ivoire, were key in crafting bilateral agreements on devel-
opment cooperation or student exchanges in medicine, agriculture or engineering. 
Tunisia also signed bilateral agreements with Algeria, Morocco, and Libya in the 
1960s to facilitate regional human mobility, even if these were implemented inconsis-
tently over the years depending on the diplomatic climate between the countries.257

257 Although exempted from the work permit requirement, since the 1990s Moroccans and Algerians need 
to request a ‘certificate of non-submission of a work contract’ by an interministerial commission. This certificate 
is an administrative absurdity: It requires those who are not subject to a labour market test, and who do not 
need to submit a work contract for approval to the MoEPF, to request a certificate by the same ministry that 
explicitly exempts them from the labour market test. In 1999 and 2005, Moroccan workers were declared 
irregular by the Court of Cassation because their work contract was not approved by the MoEPF – although 
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Similar to other North African countries, Tunisia ratified the 1951 Geneva 
Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, but did not establish a national refugee 
protection system.258 UNHCR started operations in Tunisia in 1957 and opened an 
honorary representation in Tunis in 1963. But with only two employees and led by a 
Tunisian diplomat close to the regime, UNHCR was largely inoperative. Only in 1992 
it started registering limited numbers of asylum seekers together with the Tunisian Red 
Crescent:259 “People went to the Red Crescent, who transferred the dossiers to the 
UNHCR in Tunis, who then delivered the refugee status. But it was never more than 
a hundred people a year. They said that this was a verbal instruction by the Tunisian 
government, to not open the doors, to not create any pull factor” (T17-I32). Other 
respondents also recounted that UNHCR conformed to an informal quota set by Tuni-
sian authorities. and historical data shows that between 1992 and 2002, UNHCR 
registered on average only 261 refugees each year, with a peak of 450 in the years 
1997-2000 (CARIM 2003). 

Instead, Tunisia’s approach to refugees was driven by geopolitics, as authorities 
have granted residence permits to refugees on a case-by-case basis, depending on 
political priorities.260 For instance, when Algerian refugees arrived in Tunisia during 
the Algerian War of Independence (1954-1962), Tunisia welcomed them in a spirit 
of brotherhood between two independence-seeking nations. In May 1957, President 
Bourguiba called upon the UNHCR to assist the government in the accommodation, 
care, and eventual repatriation of more than 150,000 Algerian refugees (UNHCR 
2000: 38-42). Similarly, in the early 1980s, Palestinian refugees and militants were 
welcomed by Bourguiba under the banner of pan-Arab solidarity and because their 
liberation struggle aligned with Tunisia’s geopolitical priorities at the time. In contrast, 
Algerian refugees who arrived during Algeria’s civil war in the 1990s were met with 
suspicion by Tunisian authorities. Ben Ali’s regime perceived Algerians as a security 
risk and feared that the Algerian conflict would spill over to Tunisia at a time when the 
government was actively cracking down on the domestic Islamist movement. 

Ben Ali further refined Tunisia’s selective and foreign policy-driven immigration 
policy as the overall strict labour migration policy was, over time, supplemented by a 
wealth of exceptions. The exemption regimes for high-skilled workers in the mining 
and hydrocarbon exploitation sectors, for investors, or for citizens from certain 
nationalities reflected not only Tunisia’s economic development agenda, but also its 

under the bilateral agreement Moroccans are exempt from this procedure (Ben Jemia 2009: 276-278).
258 The Convention came into force on 2 June 1955, while Tunisia was still under French colonial rule. 
However, on 24 October 1957, the independent Tunisian government confirmed its adherence to the Geneva 
Refugee Convention in a letter sent to the Secretary General of the UN (see Boubakri 2007). 
259 On 16 January 1992, UNHCR signed an agreement with the Tunisian MoFA to officially give UNHCR 
the responsibility for determining refugee status in Tunisia (see Planes-Boussac 2012b: 26).
260 According to Laacher (2007, cited in Planes-Boissac 2012b: 26), around 40% of refugees recognized 
by UNHCR between 1992 and 2010 received a residence permit. The remaining 60% were tolerated by the 
Tunisian authorities, but had a de facto irregular status.
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geopolitical priorities: Not only Maghreb citizens were granted preferential living 
and working conditions in Tunisia,261 but also citizens from France and Switzerland 
and, since 2003, the employees of the AfDB. Indeed, Ben Ali was eager to bolster his 
regimes’ geopolitical standing by hosting the AfDB and welcoming its employees as 
his ‘guests’: Between 2003 and 2014, several thousand highly skilled African Bank 
employees moved to Tunis, followed by their lower-skilled support staff such as driv-
ers, nannies, and cooks. According to respondents, the AfDB’s presence partly shifted 
Tunisia’s collective imaginary of Africa, challenging stereotypical images of poverty 
and misery and introducing a “bourgeois Africa” (T17-I15).

Foreign policy also drove Tunisia’s restrictive stance on irregular migration start-
ing in the 1990s and which was legally enshrined in 2004. Interviewees overwhelm-
ingly saw Law 2004-06 as a direct result of Tunisia’s close cooperation with Italy 
in the early 2000s, as well as of the generalized pressure exercised by the EU on 
North Africa in the context of migration control externalization. The August 1998 and 
December 2003 readmission agreements between Italy and Tunisia, which underlined 
Tunisia’s willingness to cooperate on border controls and return, are cast as precur-
sors of the 2004 law (Ben Jemia and Ben Achour 2014; Boubakri 2009). Indeed, as in 
Morocco, the law was a relatively cheap instrument to foster Tunisia’s image as a reli-
able cooperation partner abroad, and to guarantee external support for and thus the 
legitimation and stability of Tunisia’s authoritarian regime. In the words of one of my 
respondents: “There is the economic aspect, there is the blackmailing logic with the 
EU – you protect our borders and in return you receive economic aid – but also: we 
will support this regime and this dictatorship” (T17-I13).

1.2  DOMESTIC POLICY DRIVERS: IN THE NAME OF NATIONAL SECURITY
However, the 2004 law not only allowed Ben Ali to respond to European expectations 
and thus consolidate the international legitimacy of his regime; it was also a tool for 
the authoritarian state apparatus to increase surveillance over Tunisian society. As Ben 
Jemia (2006, in Boubakri 2009: 16) notes, “the ‘repressive spiral’ intended for clan-
destine migration will put us all under constant surveillance and the rule of arbitrari-
ness”. Like in Morocco, external factors can only partly explain the law’s enactment, 
which was also driven by domestic political goals to increase national surveillance 
and security.

To conceal these goals, Tunisian authorities framed Law 2004-06 as a tool to fight 
human trafficking of foreigners and Tunisians alike, and thus as a means to protect 
Tunisia’s youth and families (Meddeb 2012: 377-378). In 2004, Interior Minister 
Hadi Mhenni emphasized before the Tunisian Parliament: “President Zine El Abidine 

261 Establishment Conventions signed between Tunisia and Libya on 14 June 1961 (ratified 14 June 1966) 
and 6 June 1973 (ratified 16 August 1974), Algeria on 26 July 1963 (ratified on 27 April 1966), and Morocco 
on 9 December 1964 (ratified 3 June 1966). 
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Ben Ali is paying close attention to the question of clandestine immigration because 
this issue is mainly concerned with Tunisian youth. Our duty is to preserve Tunisian 
human beings” (J.O.R.T. 2004). De facto, however, the law allowed Ben Ali’s regime 
to tighten its grip over population movements into, across, and out of the national 
territory. 

The law was also framed as a necessary legal adjustment to Tunisia’s interna-
tional commitments, in particular to step up the government’s ‘war against terrorism’, 
pursued more forcefully after the terrorist attacks in the Tunisian beach resort Djerba 
on 11 April 2002.262 Linking irregular migration to terrorism and national security 
justified penalizing it through the same legal tools and sanctions as terrorism and 
transnational crime (Ben Jemia 2009: 270-271). As one of my interviewees summa-
rized, “the 2004 law has been enacted in a logic of internal control by Ben Ali, in a 
securitarian logic” (M17-I2).

2  REVOLUTION: A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY FOR CHANGE

In the wake of the revolution, immigration gained political salience and the integra-
tion of new actors into government, parliament, and civil society reshuffled Tunisian 
political priorities. This allowed dynamics to emerge that challenged the securitiza-
tion and silencing of immigration that had dominated Tunisian political discourse 
until 2011.

2.1  NEW FACES, NEW PRIORITIES: THE RESHUFFLING OF DOMESTIC 
POLITICS

First of all, the democratic transition partially renewed Tunisia’s political and adminis-
trative elite: While low-level civil servants often kept their positions, many high-level 
civil servants, deputies, and ministers were replaced. In particular, the return of leftist 
and Islamist politicians from exile, and their integration into Tunisian institutions at 
the highest level, was central in politicizing migration in the immediate post-revolu-
tionary period.263

Former political exiles who joined the Tunisian administration after 2011 
brought their personal migration experiences with them and integrated concerns 
around migrants’ political participation and discrimination into their political actions. 
For instance, Kamel Jendoubi, a human rights activist exiled in France for decades 

262 In 2003, Tunisia enacted Law 99-2003 against terrorism and ratified the UN Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime, including its two additional protocols; the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, and the Protocol against the Smuggling of 
Migrants by Land, Sea and Air.
263 For example, Rached Ghannouchi, the head of the Islamist Ennahdha party since 2011, had lived in 
London for more than 20 years; Meherzia Labidi Maïza, the vice-President of the NCA, had returned to Tunisia 
after 25 years in Paris; and Moncef Marzouki, Tunisia’s President between 2011 and 2014 and former president 
of the LTDH (1989-1994), had worked as a doctor in France for two decades (Pouessel 2016).
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and President of the Euro-Mediterranean Network on Human Rights (Euromed Rights) 
since 2003, was appointed President of the Independent Superior Commission for 
Elections (ISIE) in charge of organizing the 2011 elections for the National Constitu-
ent Assembly (NCA). He was a central figure behind the decision to grant Tunisians 
abroad 18 seats in the NCA.264 Also, the first State Secretary for Migration and Tuni-
sians Abroad, Houcine Jaziri, was an Ennahdha politician formerly exiled in France. 
He told me in an interview: “I was exiled for twenty years, so I knew migration as a 
subject, I was a subject of emigration.” 

Two political episodes showcase the importance of returnees in shaping immi-
gration politics in the immediate aftermath of the revolution. First, the integration of 
a high-level UNHCR employee into the transitional Tunisian government has been 
crucial in the record-speed negotiations around the UNHCR headquarters agreement, 
signed on 18 June 2011. For decades, UNHCR had wanted to establish a permanent 
mission in Tunisia – unsuccessfully. In 2011, the situation in the border region with 
Libya and UNHCR’s key role in administering the Choucha refugee camp triggered 
the negotiations. However, the fact that Radhouane Nouicer, the State Secretary of 
Foreign Affairs in Tunisia’s transitional government (January to December 2011), had 
been the head of the UNHCR Bureau for the Middle East and North Africa until 2010, 
considerably accelerated the negotiations. 

Second, Members of Parliament (MPs) who had previously been exiled shaped 
the discussions on migration and asylum during the 2011-2014 constitution-making 
process.265 According to respondents, there was no substantial debate within the NCA 
or its committee of rights and liberties on Article 26 which enshrined the right to 
political asylum – for two main reasons: First, the situation within the Choucha camp 
made NCA members aware of the necessity to create a legal framework on asylum. 
Second, numerous NCA members (both Islamists and human rights activists) were 
former political refugees in Europe themselves: “These people were granted asylum 
rights in Europe, so they were grateful and wanted refugees to be treated with dignity 
[in Tunisia]”, one high-level civil servant concluded (reference redacted).

2.2  SHIFTING FROM INTERNATIONAL TO DOMESTIC POLITICAL 
LEGITIMACY

Democratization provided the regime with domestic legitimacy, and thereby reduced 
the need for external façade support. However, while authoritarianism allowed Ben 

264 Kamel Jendoubi was also Minister in charge of the relations with constitutional institutions, civil society 
and human rights between February 2015 and August 2016.
265 The right to political asylum was not included in the first constitutional draft of 14 December 2012, 
but only in its second draft of 22 April 2013. In all subsequent constitution drafts, the article has not been 
substantially changed. It was approved unanimously on 6 January 2014, with 165 votes. It is important to note 
that the 1959 constitution already included a reference to refugees in its Article 17, prohibiting the extradition 
of political refugees. All versions of the Tunisian constitution can be accessed at: http://majles.marsad.tn/fr/
constitution/4, retrieved 18 July 2018.
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Ali’s regime to mute public or political discussions on immigration, and to conduct 
a policy dominated by foreign policy and security interests, democratization now 
required politicians to legitimize their political positions in front of the Tunisian elec-
torate. Thus, the democratic transition shifted the emphasis of policy considerations 
from the international to the domestic political sphere.

This shift is prominent in how Tunisian authorities repositioned themselves on 
migration in front of European actors: In the immediate post-revolutionary period, 
Tunisian politicians refused European attempts to securitize Tunisian borders further 
and to sign a new readmission agreement. Also, Tunisian party programmes ahead 
of the 2011 elections show that all political parties refused a securitized approach to 
migration and favoured a human-rights based approach towards refugees (Boubakri 
2013: 19-20). In 2012, Tunisian authorities rejected the first version of the Mobility 
Partnership drafted by the EU, and came up with a proposal based on Tunisian priori-
ties instead, namely job opportunities and visa facilitation for Tunisians, as well as the 
promotion of migrants’ rights (Fargues and Fandrich 2012: 7-8). The eagerness with 
which Tunisian authorities before 2011 sought to polish their image abroad through 
paying lip service to European migration policies thus seemed to wane in the face of 
the democratic transition. 

Interviewees also highlighted that since 2011, Tunisian citizens’ adherence to 
policies is vital for their success. Post-2011 governments have thus framed policies 
as ‘home-made’, emphasizing that they address domestic demands and are backed 
by Tunisian society instead of being imposed by external actors such as the UN or 
the EU. Talking about the asylum law, one respondent stresses: “If people say no, 
then parliamentarians will have a lot of difficulties to pass the law” (T16-I20). As a 
consequence, CSOs and IOs who lobby for migrants’ rights focus on raising aware-
ness within the Tunisian population and among parliamentarians. This contrasts with 
the situation in Morocco, where lacking democratic or parliamentary adherence to 
the 2013 reform has been highlighted as problematic by respondents, but not as an 
obstacle to policymaking in the first place. 

In sum, the atmosphere of political change, the need for domestic political 
legitimation, and the integration of migrants and former exiles into the Tunisian state 
apparatus resulted in the institutional recognition of migration: The State Secretariat 
for Migration and Tunisians Abroad (SEMTE) was created within the MoSA in 2012, 
asylum was constitutionally recognized, and work on the national migration strat-
egy, as well as asylum and trafficking laws started. This demonstrates Tunisia’s attempt 
to leave behind the securitized approach and reform its immigration regime in the 
immediate aftermath of the revolution.
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3  DEMOCRATIZATION: THE DRIVERS OF IMMIGRATION POLICY 
CONTINUITY

This initial dynamism on immigration, however, died down over the course of 2013, 
when economic and security issues became more pressing. Besides fears that Libya’s 
civil war would spill over into Tunisia, the political assassinations in 2013 triggered a 
national security crisis. In parallel, a sharp drop in foreign investments and tourism aggra-
vated the economic crisis after 2011 (see Chapter 7, Section 1.1). These developments 
triggered inter-institutional and domestic politics dynamics that drove the continuity of 
Tunisia’s securitarian framing of immigration, the dwindling popular acceptance, as well 
as the increasing administrative hassling of incoming migrants. Only Libyan immigrants 
continued to be tolerated by authorities because of Tunisia’s foreign policy priorities.

3.1  INSTITUTIONAL DRIVERS: THE FIZZLING OUT OF LEGAL AND POLICY 
INITIATIVES

The absence of legal change – and the fizzling out of legal and policy initiatives 
launched after 2011 – epitomizes the continuity of Tunisia’s authoritarian immigration 
regime: While work on the National Migration Strategy (SNM) and the draft laws on 
asylum and trafficking started shortly after the revolution, only the law on trafficking 
has been enacted (see Section 4.2). 

In 2012, the SEMTE, and in particular Khalil Amiri, the advisor of State Secretary 
Houcine Jaziri, started to elaborate a SNM. A first draft was presented at the end of 
2013 (MAS 2013), but was not approved by the Council of Ministers due to a govern-
mental change. The strategy was taken up again in 2015 within the framework of Tuni-
sia’s work on its five-year development plan (2016-2020). Workshops were organized 
throughout the Tunisian territory to discuss the SNM with international stakeholders, 
local authorities, social partners, and civil society actors. A second version was circu-
lated in November 2015 (MAS 2015), but the governmental reshuffling of early 2016 
once again prevented the political validation of the strategy. The General Directorate 
for International Cooperation on Migration (DGCIM) within the MoSA continued to 
work on the strategy, publishing a third version in July 2017 (MAS 2017) that was 
under consideration of an intergovernmental commission in April 2019. Throughout 
these three reviews, the four main pillars of the strategy have remained untouched, 
namely (1) protecting the rights of Tunisians abroad, (2) reinforcing the contribution of 
migrants to Tunisia’s socio-economic development, (3) promoting Tunisians’ regular 
migration and preventing irregular migration, and (4) protecting the rights of immi-
grants in Tunisia, including asylum seekers and refugees. What is interesting, however, 
is that the level of detail has decreased with each draft: From a dense, 37-page docu-
ment in 2013 that included a detailed action plan, the SNM was reduced to a double-
spaced, 12-page document in 2017. 
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Work on the asylum law also started early on, as the refugee crisis at the Tuni-
sian-Libyan border attracted continuous political attention and the “post-revolution-
ary passion for human rights” (T17-I26) motivated policymakers to translate Tunisia’s 
ratification of the Geneva Refugee Convention into domestic law. In October 2011, 
the Centre for Legal and Judicial Studies (CEJJ) of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) was 
charged with elaborating the asylum law.266 A first draft was finalized in the spring 
of 2012, but withdrawn when UNHCR joined the CEJJ in the lawmaking process. 
Between 2013 and 2016, the CEJJ and UNHCR revised the draft, but the strained 
political situation, and the government’s economic and security priorities repeatedly 
delayed the process. The final draft law was forwarded to the Prime Minister’s office 
in June 2016 and has since been under review by the different ministries. It has not 
been discussed in Parliament, let alone enacted by the time of writing. One civil soci-
ety representative brought these dynamics to the point during a conference in Tunis 
in November 2016: “The law is in elaboration – so we see that there is a political 
will – but it is in elaboration since 2011, so we also see that there are political brakes 
at work” (T16-D9). According to respondents, Tunisian authorities – in particular the 
Ministry of Interior (MoI) – are reluctant to enact an asylum law because of its poten-
tial pull effect attracting more refugees to Tunisia: “The law is never going to pass I 
think. When you talk to public authorities, they tell you: honestly, no” (T17-I11). 

The dynamics around the asylum law illustrate the overall political climate on 
immigration: an initial dynamism due to a post-revolutionary euphoria for human 
rights, followed by political stalemate because of dominant economic and security 
concerns. In particular, respondents argued that, once in power, new political leaders 
moved away from their initial, ideological positions and, faced with the realities of 
economic and security dynamics, adapted their political priorities accordingly: “The 
bottom line is always control. […] Even the former Secretary of State Jaziri did not 
have the same speech in 2011, when he took the Secretary of State, compared to 
2013, when he said that we must control [migration]. In 2011, he had an opening 
speech, free movement, resist Europe and all that. In 2013, we heard the same speech 
we heard before 2011 and we still hear today. […] So there is the permanent need for 
control that imposes itself on everyone” (T17-I32). Besides these institutional dynam-
ics, policy continuity was also shaped by domestic politics.

3.2  DOMESTIC POLITICS: TUNISIANS FIRST
Contradictory popular demands: The example of racism
Democratization opened up political processes for civil society input and popu-
lar requests. But the Tunisian population confronted policymakers with conflicting 

266 According to respondents, the Tunisian administration had already worked on a draft asylum law in the 
early 1990s, under the regime of Ben Ali. However, I could not find any traces of such a law. 
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claims: The unprecedented increase in civil liberties prompted civil society activism 
for more migrants’ rights, but the liberalization of the public sphere also spurred racist 
backlashes against migrants. It allowed both those who felt discriminated to voice 
their concerns and request equality, as well as those who felt endangered by diversity 
to express their fears and aggressions. These contradictory demands explain why the 
democratic transition did ultimately not translate into a human rights-based immigra-
tion reform.

As developed earlier (see Chapter 7, Section 1.2), official national identity 
discourses before 2011 highlighted Tunisia’s homogeneity, and authoritarianism 
promoted a single national identity conception cast around republican ideals. After 
2011, talking about ‘diversity’ became possible: “With the revolution, all those who 
were repressed and who did not have the right to speak were given space” (T17-
I14). Opinions on politics, religion, and identity started to diverge (Pouessel 2012a): 
“Before the revolution, we spoke of the Tunisian, period. […] After the revolution, 
everyone was talking about differences, about the Black, feminist, Muslim, atheist 
Tunisian and so on” (T16-I12). 

In December 2011, Black activist Maha Abdelhamid published an open 
letter that kick-started the politicization of the racial question in Tunisia (Mrad Dali 
2015).267 Associations were founded to raise awareness about Tunisia’s Black minority 
and deeply racialized society,268 such as the collective ADAM, the Tunisian Associa-
tion for the Support of Minorities (ATSM) and the association M’nemty (My Dream). 
TV programmes took on the issue of anti-Black racism and discrimination of ethnic 
minorities (Scaglioni 2017). This debate about recognizing Tunisian diversity partly 
spilled over into the immigration issue, even if the agendas of associations of Black 
Tunisians did not ultimately merge with those of pro-immigrant associations and 
CSOs such as Terre d’Asile Tunisie (TAT) or the Association of African Students and 
Trainees in Tunisia (see Chapter 9, Section 3.2). 

The newly gained freedom of expression, however, liberated not only calls 
for human rights and diversity, but also racist and exclusionary sentiments. Accord-
ing to respondents, Black Tunisians and sub-Saharan immigrants alike faced grow-
ing racist aggression – verbal and physical – in the Tunisian public sphere (Scaglioni 
2017: 23-27; TAT 2018): “What is new is that racism has degenerated into aggres-
sions. There is a lot of verbal aggression in Tunisia since the revolution that was not 

267 See: Citoyens à la Une. La minorité noire tunisienne, 13 December 2011, https://citoyensalaune.
wordpress.com/2011/12/13/la-minorite-noire-tunisienne/, retrieved 17 July 2017. 
268 Many of my interviewees talked about one village in the South of Tunisia, El Gosba, that had made 
headlines because of its racially segregated school buses – for ‘White’ and ‘Black’ Tunisian school kids 
respectively. See: HuffPostMaghreb, Tunisie: A la rencontre des habitants de Gosba, le « village des noirs », 13 
February 2015, http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2015/02/13/tunisie-gosba-village-noirs_n_6679702.html, or 
EnBref, Médenine: un bus pour les blancs, un autre pour les noirs, 19 April 2016, https://enbref.tn/medenine-
un-bus-pour-les-blancs-un-autre-pour-les-noirs/, both retrieved 17 July 2017.
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there before” (T17-I20).269 In part, the falling away of institutional protection through 
Ben Ali’s regime can explain this overt racism. As one respondent recalls: “At the 
time you were left alone, no one disturbed you, no one insulted you on the street 
– no one dared to, because somehow foreigners were well protected by the police, 
they were the president’s guests” (T16-I25). Indeed, sub-Saharan migrants’ presence 
in Tunisia was intimately related to the old regime: “Once the president was on TV 
and informed all Tunisians that the AfDB was there for their benefit, that they should 
not touch them [African employees], that they had to respect and welcome them” 
(T17-I21). In an oppressed political context, this created a relatively safe environment 
for sub-Saharan students and irregular workers who, according to one respondent, 
“managed to blend in with the AfDB population” (T17-I6).270 Once Ben Ali’s police 
state was toppled, sub-Saharan migrants became an open target: “When the revolu-
tion happened in 2011, all this grudge exploded” (T16-I16).

Strategic non-policy and depoliticization
In response to these contradictory popular demands, Tunisian politicians strategically 
depoliticized immigration and adopted a non-policy to avoid taking on this issue 
altogether. To justify their position, policymakers referred to the need of uniting the 
Tunisian population under a common identity, instead of politicizing its diversity. This 
register of national unity is deeply rooted in Tunisian political discourse since inde-
pendence and shows the importance of taking into account state formation trajecto-
ries and historical repertoires of action to understand contemporary approaches to 
immigration and diversity (see Chapter 10).

After the 2014 constitution put an official end to national identity debates, politi-
cal leaders sought to avoid further societal polarization and concentrated on fostering 
unity among Tunisians, bridging the gulf between young and old generations, urban 
and rural areas, and religious and secular understandings of politics: “We are in an 
atmosphere of consensus where everyone agrees that we should not be debating or 
should not be fractured as a population” (T17-I31). Civil society calls to recognize 
Tunisia’s ethnic and racial diversity did not fit this agenda. Instead of seeing them as a 
contribution to Tunisian democratization, politicians cast CSOs working on immigra-
tion and discrimination as unpatriotic and driving the division of the Tunisian nation. 

269 One episode was recounted over and over again by my interviewees: When in February 2015, 
Equatorial Guinea won against Tunisia in the quarter-finals of the 2015 Africa Cup of Nations due to a 
controversial referee decision, Black people were subjected to collective violence in the streets of Tunis. 
See: HuffPostMaghreb, CAN2015: L’élimination de la Tunisie fait ressurgir le racisme anti-noirs, appels à la 
pénalisation des discriminations, 1 February 2015, https://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2015/02/01/can-2015-
tunisie-racisme_n_6589456.html, retrieved 17 July 2017.
270 This does not suggest that racism against Black Tunisians or immigrants was not widespread before 2004 
– but it was just not made public. See: Jeune Afrique. 2004. Etre noire en Tunisie, 12 July 2004, http://www.
jeuneafrique.com/112359/archives-thematique/etre-noire-en-tunisie/, or Jeune Afrique. 2004. Le racisme au 
Maghreb. 23 August 2004, http://www.jeuneafrique.com/99821/archives-thematique/le-racisme-au-maghreb/, 
both retrieved 16 April 2018. 
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One civil society respondent recounts: “You often hear people say: You talk about 
discrimination? Who paid you to talk about that? We need unity now, not the divi-
sion of society […] So there is no room for difference in this vision, for them speaking 
of discrimination is division” (reference redacted). This can partly explain why state 
respondents I interviewed – including from the SEMTE – have downplayed racism as 
a societal issue: “We do not have problems of racism, it’s not an acute phenomenon 
here, there are only incidents” (reference redacted). 

In addition, respondents across the board framed immigration as a non-priority 
in the face of more pressing socio-economic and security issues. Even a respondent 
from within the SEMTE told me: “I won’t hide it from you, the protection of migrants 
is not the biggest priority” (reference redacted). Instead, public and political agendas 
put ‘Tunisians first’ and concentrated on issues such as terrorism or unemployment to 
improve citizens’ living conditions.271 When prompted on the need for immigration 
reform, interviewees overwhelmingly responded: “it’s not the right moment” (T16-
I12); “there are simply other preoccupations” (T16-I21); “there are other priorities” (); 
“they have other fish to fry at the moment, social discontent, the economy. […] It’s a 
luxury to think about questions like immigration” (T17-I4). 

This “navel-gazing” (T17-I6) was cast by respondents as a logical consequence 
of the revolution, as Tunisians first and foremost had to redefine their own priorities – 
leaving little space to deal with ‘the other’: “Of course you start first with yourself […] 
before you start to think about foreigners in Tunisia” (T17-I10).272 As a result, policy-
makers have consciously turned a blind eye to immigration. This “non-management 
of migrants in Tunisian reflects a choice” (T16-I3), as politicization would require 
taking a position: “They are there, they live, they work, they have families, they rent 
apartments, but we are ignoring it, certainly for political reasons, because we would 
have to explain how and why we accept people coming in” (reference redacted). 
While this non-policy succeeded in avoiding partisan and popular polarization on 
immigration in the short term, it remains to be seen whether depoliticization can be 
sustained in the long term.

3.3  FOREIGN POLICY DRIVERS: THE LIBYAN QUESTION
The small scale of sub-Saharan and European immigration to Tunisia partly explains 
why their presence was sidelined politically. However, the magnitude argument does 

271 The Afrobarometer (2015b, 2018b) indicates that the top five priorities of Tunisians in 2014/2015 were, 
in order of importance: unemployment (57%), crime and security (43%), poverty and destitution (31%), the 
management of the economy (28%) and education (17%). In 2018, economic priorities remained central 
(management of the economy (58%); unemployment (37%)), while security issues were less prominent (21%) 
and joined by corruption concerns (22%), followed by education (17%). 
272 ‘Navel-gazing’ characterized not only the political sphere, but also civil society, who focused on 
Tunisians’ socio-political rights in their work. Those CSOs who did engage on migration were doing so mainly 
with regards to Tunisians abroad or Tunisian irregular migrants disappeared at sea. Thus, immigration remains 
“a niche topic” (T16-I7) in Tunisian civil society.
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not explain the laissez-faire policy adopted towards Libyan immigration. Although 
reliable statistics are absent, one can reasonably estimate that around 500,000 Libyan 
citizens permanently reside in Tunisia. This corresponds to roughly 5% of the Tuni-
sian population. Libyan migrants have affected Tunisia’s everyday life, in particular 
the rental market, private health sector, or food and oil prices. Yet, their presence is 
not politicized, no political party has tried to scapegoat Libyan migrants, and no deci-
sions are taken to regulate or limit their presence in Tunisia.

Tunisia’s approach is one of “laissez-faire” (T17-I7, T17-I10, T17-I13, T17-I14). 
According to respondents, an internal governmental note stipulates that Libyans 
should be tolerated regardless of their legal status. In 2014, a circular of the Minis-
try of Education (MoE) allowed the creation of Libyan private schools, as well as the 
enrolment of Libyan children in Tunisian public schools. And in November 2014, 
Tunisia’s then Head of Government Mehdi Jomâa pointed at the socio-economic and 
security challenges raised by the presence of allegedly 1.2 million Libyans in Tunisia, 
concluding however: “Our Libyan neighbours will always remain welcome”.273 How 
can we explain the fact that Libyan migration has not been politicized in Tunisia? 

Interviewees highlighted pragmatism as a driver for this laissez-faire approach: 
Because Libyans can freely enter and leave Tunisia, the Tunisian government is not 
forced to act: “Why make laws, procedures, residence permits if Libyans can circulate 
freely?” (T17-I32). Pragmatism also features in UNHCR’s justification for not recog-
nizing Libyans as refugees, given that Tunisia offers Libyans “de facto protection” 
(reference redacted) by letting them enter and stay on its territory.274 Underlying this 
‘pragmatic neutrality’ (Murphy 2014: 243) – characteristic of Tunisian foreign policy 
more broadly – are geopolitical considerations: Aware of the potential economic 
powerhouse that Libya represents and with two Libyan governments next door, Tuni-
sia’s overarching foreign policy imperative is to remain neutral towards Libya’s inter-
nal conflict and to secure future cooperation no matter the outcome of the civil war.

Once Libya recovers from its internal crisis, Tunisia will be “the first one to 
profit” (T16-I7). Indeed, Libya has been an important destination for Tunisian workers 
since the 1970s and Tunisia’s second largest economic partner after the EU through-
out the 2000s in terms of imports and exports. Since 2003, Libyans have also become 
an important clientele for Tunisian private health clinics and the tourism sector 
(AfDB 2011). Although economic exchanges with Libya collapsed over the course 
of 2011, Tunisia has profited from the presence of Libyans after the revolution, who 
were welcome consumers in a difficult economic situation. In the words of one of my 

273 See: Investir en Tunisie, Les deux tiers du peuple libyen vivent en Tunisie, affirme Mehdi Jomâa, 22 
November 2014, http://www.investir-en-tunisie.net/fr/index.php/2014/11/22/les-deux-tiers-du-peuple-libyen-
vivent-en-tunisie-affirme-mehdi-jomaa/, retrieved on 20 July 2017.
274 Other respondents suggested that UNHCR had been instructed by the Tunisian government not to deal 
with Libyan applicants for political reasons. As Boubakri (2015: 18-19) notes: “Tunisian authorities want to 
avoid Libyans accessing the refugee status to accelerate their return once the conflict is over”.
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respondents: “It [laissez-faire] is a very realistic position, especially if you look at the 
power balance, with small Tunisia and the very rich, huge Libya next to it” (T16-I17). 

Furthermore, as both supporters and opponents of the Gaddafi regime have 
sought refuge in Tunisia, Tunisia seeks to avoid importing Libya’s conflict at all cost. In 
summer 2014, the Tunisian government reiterated that Libyans are welcome provided 
that they do not engage in any political activities.275 According to one interviewee, 
there is even an implicit agreement between the Tunisian Ministry of Interior (MoI) 
and the heads of Libyan communities guaranteeing that Libyans will not exercise any 
political activities in Tunisia: “Libyans have really tried to use Tunisia as if it were Swit-
zerland” (T17-I29), as a neutral, safe haven. Tunisia’s deliberate laissez-faire policy 
reflects this strategic neutrality towards Libya: “Libyans are left in the dark, but they 
are tolerated. […] It is crystal clear: They [Tunisian authorities] want to retain the 
current situation, the current status quo” (T17-I20).

Tunisian authorities legitimize this laissez-faire policy with an official discourse 
that casts Libyans as ‘guests’ or ‘brothers’.276 A discourse of brotherhood, fraternity, 
and hospitality also dominated my interviews with civil society and state respondents, 
who highlighted the transitory nature of Libyans’ stay in Tunisia, as well as shared 
cultural habits and family bonds between Libyans and Tunisians, particularly in the 
South.277 When prompted on the Libyan presence in Tunisia, standard answers were: 
“Libya is a special case” (T16-I2); “Libyans are not immigrants, they are our brothers, 
our guests” (T16-I11) ; “It’s as if they were at home […] they are like Tunisian citizens” 
(T17-I28).278 This discourse is reinforced by the fact that Libyans don’t consider them-
selves as refugees: “Libyans don’t want to be refugees in Tunisia, their state does not 
want it either, Tunisia neither, so it works for everyone, and Tunisia turns a blind eye to 
it” (reference redacted). 

While this discourse suggests that Libyans are welcome in Tunisia, the laissez-
faire policy ultimately subjects Libyans to the same risks as other migrants: legal 
uncertainty, difficulties in accessing public healthcare and education, as well as the 
arbitrariness of Tunisian administration and security forces: “They cannot have resi-
dence permits, they cannot work officially, we see a lot of precarity and protection 
issues also for Libyans” (T17-I3). In particular, while Libyans arrived in Tunisia with 

275 See: RFI, Frontière tuniso-libyenne: Tunis hausse le ton à l’égard des étrangers, 3 August 2014, http://
www.rfi.fr/afrique/20140803-ouverture-frontiere-tuniso-libyenne-tunisie-reste-ferme-migration, retrieved 25 
July 2018.
276 This vocabulary of hospitality and fraternity is not unique in the Arab world, it is also commonly used for 
Syrians in Turkey (Baban, Ilcan and Rygiel 2017; Toğral Koca 2016), Palestinians in Lebanon (Ramadan 2008), 
or Iraqis in Jordan (Peteet 2011; Seeley 2010).
277 Southern Tunisia has always seen trans-border commerce and the irregular movements of goods and 
people between Tunisia and Libya. Since 1988, there is freedom of movement between Tunisia and Libya 
(Chandoul and Boubakri 1991). More generally, Tunisia has always been a destination for Libyans to do 
business and receive healthcare. 
278 The framing of Libyans as guests has also sidelined them in civil society work: Tunisian CSOs mobilized 
on immigration mostly do not include Libyans in their work, with the exception of the TAT and the Media and 
Human Rights Observatory who provide Libyans with healthcare and psychological support.
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considerable financial reserves in the early 2010s, as time passed and the situation 
in Libya deteriorated, they experienced increasing financial difficulties.279 Over time, 
an ‘anti-Libyan’ discourse has also started to emerge (Mouley 2016: 59). Paradoxi-
cally, Libyans are made responsible for both rising house and food prices because 
of their wealth and purchasing power, as well as for burdening the public healthcare 
and food subvention system because of their increasing poverty.280 Although the lais-
sez-faire policy was indeed a pragmatic response to Libyan immigration after 2011 
and has kept its political salience low (see also Roman and Pastore 2018), the ques-
tion remains how political parties and the population at large will respond to the 
protracted stay and impoverishment of Libyans in the longer term.

4  PRESSURES FROM WITHIN, BELOW AND OUTSIDE:  
THE DRIVERS OF HETEROGENEOUS DEVELOPMENTS

Although immigration was sidelined by political actors for domestic and foreign 
policy reasons, this did not preclude a total absence of change. As this section shows, 
Tunisia’s immigration regime is “very ambiguous, scattered and incoherent” (T16-I25) 
as a result of two conflicting drivers: On the one hand, institutional dynamics and 
the priority to secure state control over population movements explain why those 
changes that have occurred on immigration have remained either group-specific or 
at the level of informal arrangements. On the other hand, international norm adher-
ence and year-long pressures from civil society and external actors drove a discursive 
shift among public authorities, as well as minor legal changes on human trafficking 
and racism by effectively linking migrants’ rights to Tunisians’ rights. However, these 
scattered changes did not affect the core of Tunisia’s immigration regime: residence 
permits. With the laws on immigration and asylum untouched, Tunisia’s administra-
tion has so far remained immune to bottom-up and external pressures for reform.

279 In the first years after 2011, the Tunisian state continued to pay salaries and healthcare expenses for 
Libyans residing abroad. With the increasing disintegration of the Libyan state, the banking system has suffered 
from liquidity problems, and Libyans have lost access to stable incomes. See also Mouley (2016) and: Le Point, 
Les Libyens en Tunisie: “chez eux” pour combien de temps ?, 2 Mars 2015, https://www.lepoint.fr/economie/
societe-les-libyens-en-tunisie-chez-eux-pour-combien-de-temps-02-03-2015-1908957_28.php, retrieved on 
20 July 2017.
280 For example, the Tunisian government’s decision to facilitate property purchases for Libyans in autumn 
2016 – a measure intended mainly to attract investments in the housing sector – has led to a public outcry. 
Since independence in 1956, the rules for foreigners to buy property in Tunisia have been stringent, requiring 
approval by local authorities. In reaction to protest from Tunisians fearing a further rise in housing prices, 
the decree was amended a few months later to limit these facilitations to properties worth over 200 million 
dinar. See: Le Temps, Forza Tounes contre l’accès des libyens à la propriété en Tunisie, 31 December 2016, 
http://www.letemps.com.tn/article/100976/forza-tounes-contre-lacc%C3%A8s-des-libyens-%C3%A0-la-
propri%C3%A9t%C3%A9-en-tunisie, retrieved on 17 October 2018.
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4.1  INSTITUTIONAL DRIVERS: SECURING THE STATE’S ROOM  
FOR MANOEUVRE

Ambiguity and informality as power
The overall immigration policy continuity in Tunisia has been accompanied by small 
policy changes. As in Morocco, however, Tunisian policymakers have preferred infor-
mal arrangements over legal reform to secure the state’s discretionary power: “Tunisia 
does not want to be held accountable by something that is written, that is palpable, 
like a residence card, a law, a circular. […] Whatever domain you are looking at, you 
will find the same logic, keeping the ambiguity, so that discretion remains the basic 
framework for managing migration” (T17-I32). 

Tunisia’s approach to refugees is exemplary in this regard: In principle, refu-
gees with a UNHCR certificate do not receive a residence permit from the Ministry 
of Interior (MoI), as Tunisia does not officially recognize the document. But there 
is some room for manoeuvre within state institutions: In January 2015, the NGO 
ADRA launched a project on the labour market integration of refugees in Tunisia 
together with UNHCR. Although not provided for in the law, the Bureau of Emigra-
tion and Foreign Labour Force within the Ministry of Employment and Professional 
Training (MoEPF) now hands out work permits for refugees based merely on a 
UNHCR certificate and a work contract. The work permit then allows refugees to 
apply for a residence permit at the MoI. While this has created an informal regu-
larization mechanism for refugees via employment, refugees’ access to residence 
permits remains highly arbitrary given the case-by-case basis of this informal proce-
dure.281 

Informal arrangements also prevail regarding student visas. During a meeting 
of the association Médecins du Monde Belgique (MdM-B) and the MoI in February 
2017, the Directorate of Borders and Foreigners committed to changing its prac-
tice of delivering 7-day visas to students at the airport, and instead agreed to grant 
them a one-month visa to prevent them from falling into irregularity after one week. 
However, as the representative of MdM-B said at a public event in May 2017: “The 
director committed to deal with this on a case-by-case basis. […] We did not get a 
written commitment from the MoI, they did not want that” (T17-D6). 

Similarly, IOM and associations such as TAT were capable of negotiating case-
by-case exemptions from irregular stay penalties with the Ministry of Finance (MoF). 
According to respondents, this was an informal arrangement with one specific civil 
servant at the MoF, who used his/her discretionary power to resolve individual cases. 
When s/he changed position in April 2016, this informal procedure was ended: 

281 According to the ILO (2005), there used to be an interministerial committee that informally regularized 
migrant workers based on a set of conditions such as adequate employment; length of residency; social-benefit 
coverage during the period of illegal residency; being born in Tunisia or being married to a Tunisian. In 
the absence of official data, I suspect that this procedure was not much used in practice given the narrow 
conditions.
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“The new person in charge said there is no legal text that allows the penalties to be 
cancelled, and so they will stop doing that” (T16-I8). 

This ambiguity and informality grants the Tunisian administration large discretion-
ary power to reverse its standpoint at any moment and thereby jeopardizes the situation 
of migrants on the ground. For instance, civil society work on irregular migrants remains 
fragile because the restrictive law of 2004 is still in place. Although the sanctions for 
assisting irregular migrants have not been implemented since 2011, “the law is like a 
sword of Damocles […] it’s true that the law is not enforced, but it is still there” (T17-I15). 
By not reforming the 2004 law, the Tunisian executive retains the power to enforce or 
suspend such dispositions according to its priorities. CSOs are therefore not safe from 
a potential backlash – as a member of TAT told me: “When we asked the former State 
Secretary to give us a paper that recognizes our work in case the 2004 law would be 
enforced again at some point, this was not possible” (reference redacted). Repealing or 
replacing the law with a new legal framework would bind the state to guarantee migrants’ 
rights. For some respondents, it is paradoxically the non-enforcement of the 2004 law 
that epitomizes the continuity of autocratic political practices: “In a democracy, it is the 
law that counts, when we do not apply the law, we are not in a democracy” (T17-I29).

Group-based exemptions: The case of penalties for irregular stay 
In parallel to informal arrangements, a series of small, ad hoc measures has facilitated 
entry or alleviated problems for specific migrant groups since 2011, mainly driven by 
economic interests: In June 2012, the Tunisian government removed all requirements 
for Algerian workers to comply with the 1963 Establishment Convention; they can now 
work in Tunisia with a simple work contract.282 Within Tunisia’s dire economic context, 
this unilateral decision was taken in the expectation that Algeria would in return remove 
limitations for Tunisian workers. Similarly, in April 2015, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MoFA) removed visa requirements for six African countries to boost tourism and 
encourage trade.283 Additionally, the 2016 investment law broadened the possibilities of 
companies to hire foreign workers at managerial level or with specific skills.284

Most importantly, however, the decree on irregular stay penalties was amended 
in response to relentless lobbying by international and civil society actors. While 
most migrants enter Tunisia regularly, more than 70% of migrants – workers, students, 
and refugees alike – fall into irregularity at some point (Nasraoui 2016; TAT 2016). 
Given the number of migrants affected by the penalties, Tunisian and international 

282 According to respondents, Tunisia seeks to remove all work permit requirements for Moroccan and 
Libyan citizens in the future as well. 
283 Burkina Faso, the DRC, Congo-Brazzaville, Zimbabwe, Botswana, and the Central African Republic, 
see: Nawaat, Levée du visa pour 7 pays par le ministère des Affaires Etrangères: d’étranges decisions, 27 
April 2015, https://nawaat.org/portail/2015/04/27/levee-du-visa-pour-7-pays-par-le-ministere-des-affaires-
etrangeres-detranges-decisions/ retrieved both on 19 July 2018.
284 This option had existed for fully exporting companies in the past, it is now available to all companies 
operating in Tunisia, see: Law 2006-71 of 30 September 2016, In J.O.R.T. n°82 of 7 October 2016.
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actors – in particular TAT, the UGTT, ILO and IOM – started exercising pressure on 
the Tunisian government from below and outside to advocate a reform of the decree, 
highlighting its negative repercussions for Tunisia’s attractiveness as a destination for 
African students and entrepreneurs. 

Their advocacy strategy highlighted the counterproductive effects of the penalty 
rule: In 2015, a survey within the African student community showed that “out of 
400 people, 100% wanted to leave Tunisia […] It’s a consequence of their policy” 
(reference redacted). To raise awareness, civil society respondents emphasized that 
penalties pushed migrants to risk their lives in the Mediterranean Sea: “If you have a 
migrant who stayed three years in Tunisia in an irregular situation, he has to pay 4,000 
dinar [equivalent to around 1,600 euros in 2016], that’s more than what he would 
pay to go to Lampedusa, today to go to Lampedusa you pay 800 euros” (T16-I16). 
Respondents also pointed at the decreasing number of sub-Saharan African students 
in Tunisia to show how penalties jeopardized Tunisia’s image as a student destination: 
According to AESAT, Tunisia’s sub-Saharan student population has decreased from 
13,000 to 6,000 within 10 years.285 This is particularly dire for Tunisia’s private educa-
tion sector, as African students are a significant source of income (TAT 2018: 8-9). 

These advocacy efforts were at least partly successful: although penalties were 
not cancelled, a decree from the MoF in September 2017 set an upper limit of 3,000 
dinars for penalties (corresponding to roughly three years of penalties), and exempted 
refugees and victims of trafficking from paying the penalties altogether. In April 2018, 
students and trainees were also exempted (TAT 2018: 29).286 Although a victory for 
part of Tunisia’s migrant community, the high upper limit and small number of people 
effectively exempted by the revision confirm the symbolic nature of change. As the 
next section shows, even the legal reforms on human trafficking and racial discrim-
ination, which resulted from external and domestic pressures, respectively, do not 
challenge the overall policy continuity in Tunisia’s immigration regime.

4.2  EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL PRESSURES FOR INTERNATIONAL  
NORM ADHERENCE

External agenda setting: The law against human trafficking
International norms and actors were ultimately successful in triggering Tunisian poli-
cymaking on human trafficking. Back in 2009, under the regime of Ben Ali and in 

285 See: France24, La Tunisie adopte une loi contre les discriminations raciales, « la première dans le monde  
arabe », 10 October 2018, https://www.france24.com/fr/20181010-tunisie-adopte-premiere-loi-discriminations- 
raciales-racisme-anti-noir, retrieved 18 November 2018.
286 In a communique from 17 May 2018, the student association AESAT announced that “following the 
multiple meetings with the government, the marches, the debates to plead for an exoneration of penalties, 
Article 8 of the governmental decree 2017-1061 of 26 September 2017 has been amended providing for 
students and trainees to benefit from an exoneration of penalties for delays” (Communiqué Réf: n°005/
COM_P.R/17-05-18). As I detail later, this change might also be the outcome of interministerial negotiation (see 
Chapter 9, Section 2.3).
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response to the ratification of the Palermo Protocol in 2003, an ad hoc interminis-
terial group led by the MoJ had already initiated work on a draft law on trafficking 
(IOM 2013: 49). However, when TAT and IOM started raising the topic with their 
Tunisian counterparts in 2011, they faced resistance: Human trafficking remained a 
taboo topic until, one year later, the American State Department upgraded Tunisia in 
its yearly Trafficking in Persons Report and financed the first countrywide study on 
trafficking (IOM 2013) – only to downgrade Tunisia again to the ‘Tier 2 Watch List’ 
in 2013 (J/TIP 2017). According to respondents, these developments prompted Tuni-
sia’s work on human trafficking legislation. As a result of this ‘external agenda setting’ 
by foreign governments and IOs, human trafficking has been turned from a political 
taboo into a “fashionable subject. […] Now everyone is convinced that there is traf-
ficking, everyone is talking about it” (T17-I23). Law 2016-61 relative to the prevention 
and the fight against human trafficking was elaborated by the MoJ in close collabora-
tion with IOM and passed on 3 August 2016. Although the effectiveness of protection 
mechanisms provided by the law remains unclear,287 the law was successful in that 
it removed Tunisia again from the U.S State Department’s watch list in 2017 (J/TIP 
2017). 

Two other elements explain the smooth enactment of the anti-trafficking law in 
contrast to the political stalemate on asylum – and they mirror those in Morocco: First, 
the law not only covers foreigners trafficked into or through Tunisia, such as Ivorian 
housemaids, but also protects Tunisian victims of trafficking, in particular those work-
ing in the Gulf. Framing trafficking as a problem affecting Tunisians increased the 
societal relevance of the law and the engagement of national policymakers: “It was 
much easier to gather people around this issue” (T17-I15). Second, it was a ‘low-
cost–high-gains’ law, with high geopolitical image gain on the one and little impact 
on public life, as well as few efforts required for its implementation on the other hand. 
Adopting a law against trafficking provided Tunisia with an opportunity to internation-
ally showcase Tunisia’s adherence to a community of modern, liberal states. In the 
words of Lorena Lando, head of IOM in Tunisia, at a public event in May 2017: “We 
see that Tunisia has the willingness to act on trafficking, and to be part of the countries 
that attack this problem.”

Bottom-up pressures: The law against racism
Norm adherence also drove Tunisia’s law against racial discrimination, but instead 

287 To what extent this law and the Authority to fight against human trafficking created in February 2017 
will effectively protect victims remains to be seen. One highly criticized aspect of the law is, for instance, that 
trafficking victims only receive a residence permit in Tunisia for the duration of the legal procedure, even if 
they denounce the organizers of trafficking. Afterwards, they are required to return to their countries of origin. 
See: HuffPostMaghreb, L’Instance de lutte contre le trafic d’êtres humains dévoile le nombre et la nature des cas 
reçus, 6 February 2018, https://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2018/02/06/instance-lutte-trafic-etr_n_19165208.
html, retrieved 15 March 2018.
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of being incited from outside, it was prompted by continuous civil society activism. 
Back in 2011, civil society had already called upon the National Constituent Assem-
bly (NCA) to integrate the prohibition of racial discrimination into the new constitu-
tion – without success: “Even though some deputies at the time were supporting the 
initiative […], the majority said, no, there is no discrimination problem in Tunisia” 
(T16-I12). With Black Tunisians and sub-Saharan African migrants facing increasing 
racist aggression, migrant associations and CSOs became more vocal on the topic. 
On 21 March 2016, three Tunisian CSOs – the Tunisian Forum for Economic and 
Social Rights (FTDES), Euromed Rights, and the Committee for the Respect of Liberties 
and Human Rights (CRDHT) – presented a draft law against racial discrimination.288 
In June, 18 Members of Parliament (MPs) from different political parties submitted it 
to Parliament for consideration. Despite the cross-partisan support, the draft law was 
then not discussed in Parliament for over two years.

Repeated, racially-motivated attacks in the public sphere increased civil soci-
ety pressure. In October 2016, a young Black Tunisian, Sabrine Ngoy, denounced 
the indifference of police and politicians towards racial aggressions: “I am asking 
myself: Do I not have the right to walk through the streets of my country without 
hearing insults because of my skin colour?”.289 In December 2016, three Congolese 
students were attacked with knives in the centre of Tunis, triggering protests and a 
social media campaign by AESAT and TAT around the slogan: “I don’t want to die 
in Tunisia because I’m Black”.290 Media coverage of these events forced institutional 
and institutional actors to react: Souheil Alouini, an MP from the Al Horra bloc, held 
up a banner in Parliament saying “No to racist attacks”,291 and on 26 December, the 
National Day Against Racial Discrimination, Prime Minister Chahed called for accel-
erating the work around the draft law against racism.292 

In early 2017, the government took over the revision of the draft law – reducing 
the initial 36 articles to 11 articles. The final draft was discussed in consultation with 

288 See: Euromed Rights, TUNISIE: La nécessité d’une loi contre le racisme et les discriminations, 21 
March 2016, https://euromedrights.org/fr/publication/tunisie-la-necessite-dune-loi-contre-le-racisme-et-les-
discriminations/, retrieved 20 April 2017.
289 This prompted an official excuse by Mehdi Ben Gharbia, Minister for relations with constitutional 
bodies, civil society, and human rights a few days later. See: HuffPostMaghreb, Kitoko Saby, une tunisienne 
noire. Une “sous-citoyenne” pour les racistes, 5 October 2016, http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2016/10/05/
tunisienne-noire-racistes_n_12353460.html; Baya.tn, Discrimination raciale: Mehdi Ben Gharbia présente 
ses excuses à Sabrine NGOY, 8 October 2016, https://www.baya.tn/rubriques/society/societe/descrimination-
raciale-mehdi-ben-gharbia-presente-ses-excuses-a-sabrine-ngoy/, both retrieved 18 April 2017.
290 See: HuffPostMaghreb, Manifestation contre le racisme devant le Théâtre Municipal après l’agression 
de trois Congolais, 25 December 2016, http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2016/12/25/agression-africain-
tunis_n_13850496.html?utm_hp_ref=tunisie; Nawaat, Pour Chris, Jemima et Sarah, le racisme peut tuer, 27 
December 2016, https://nawaat.org/portail/2016/12/27/pour-chris-jemima-et-sarah-le-racisme-peut-tuer/, 
retrieved 18 April 2017.
291 See: http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2016/12/27/deputes-tunisie_n_13862718.html, retrieved 3 
August 2018.
292 HuffPostMaghreb, Tunisie: Youssef Chahed appelle à accélérer l’adoption d’une loi contre le racisme, 26 
December 2016, http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2016/12/26/youssef-chahed-racisme_n_13856594.html, 
retrieved 18 April 2017.
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civil society and UN bodies on 20 November 2017, and the Law 2018-50 for the 
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination was adopted on 9 October 2018. It 
punishes racist statements and acts by a prison sentence of one month to one year and 
a fine of up to 1,000 dinars, and sets up a National Commission to Fight Discrimina-
tion. The law was welcomed by political leaders, civil society, and the international 
community: Messaoud Romdhani, President of the FTDES, called it “a turning point 
in the history of Tunisia, equal to the abolition of slavery”,293 and the independent 
deputy Raouf El May said: “We took time to do it, but now it’s there and we can be 
proud to be the first in the Arab world”.294 However, and despite their involvement in 
the lawmaking process, CSOs have been the first to criticize the law’s ambiguities and 
limitations.295

5  CONCLUSION: SHIFTING CONFIGURATIONS OF  
IMMIGRATION POLICY DRIVERS

This chapter analysed the drivers of Tunisian immigration policy before, during, and 
after the 2011 regime change. While in the past, immigration policy was primarily 
a tool to consolidate the international credibility and to pursue the foreign policy 
interests of Tunisia’s authoritarian regime, democratization has shifted the emphasis 
of immigration policy drivers from foreign policy towards domestic politics. From the 
outset, revolution and migration were intrinsically linked, with irregular emigration 
from Tunisia surging in the spring of 2011, and hundreds of thousands of migrants 
and refugees from neighbouring Libya arriving at Tunisia’s southern borders. Migra-
tion was set on the agenda in 2011 because the post-revolution euphoria for human 
rights and the will to create a transparent, inclusive Tunisia spilled over into migration 
issues. Also, previously exiled politicians who were integrated into Tunisian institu-
tions after 2011 brought with them their experiences as migrants and refugees. 

The democratic transition and the increase in freedom of expression affected the 
politicization of immigration in two ways: it created more space for civil society activ-
ism on migration, but it also freed up previously repressed racist sentiments, leading 
to increasing stigmatization of Black Tunisians and sub-Saharan African immigrants 
in the public sphere. As a result of these conflicting claims and the more pressing 
economic and security issues in transitional Tunisia, the initial dynamism on immi-

293 See: Jeune Afrique, Loi contre le racisme: « tournant historique » en Tunisie, mais où en sont l’Algérie 
et le Maroc?, 11 October 2018, https://www.jeuneafrique.com/644111/societe/loi-contre-le-racisme-tournant-
historique-en-tunisie-mais-ou-en-sont-lalgerie-et-le-maroc/, retrieved 16 November 2018.
294 See: France24, La Tunisie adopte une loi contre les discriminations raciales, « la première dans le 
monde arabe », 10 October 2018, https://www.france24.com/fr/20181010-tunisie-adopte-premiere-loi-
discriminations-raciales-racisme-anti-noir, retrieved 16 November 2018.
295 See: HuffPostMaghreb, La loi contre les discriminations raciales: Un pas en avant mais c’est insuffisant, 
alertent ces ONG, 11 June 2018, https://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/entry/la-loi-contre-les-discriminations-
raciales-un-pas-en-avant-mais_mg_5b1e8bb7e4b09d7a3d754dea, retrieved 16 November 2018.
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gration reform waned after 2013 and migration largely disappeared from public and 
political debates. To assure democratic accountability, political legitimacy, and social 
stability, domestic policymakers put ‘Tunisians first.’ This explains why policymakers 
have been reluctant to engage in more liberal stances towards foreigners (European, 
sub-Saharan and Libyan alike) and have adopted a strategic non-policy that ignored 
immigration and diversity issues altogether. This insight resonates with the arguments 
of FitzGerald and Cook-Martín (2014) in their analysis of racial immigration policies 
in the Americas, and with those of Milner (2006) in his study of sub-Saharan Afri-
can asylum politics, suggesting that, paradoxically, democratization and immigration 
restrictions often go hand in hand. 

Only through lobbying from below and outside have the fringes of Tunisia’s immi-
gration regime – racial discrimination, human trafficking, and irregular stay penalties 
– been reformed or adapted through informal, case-by-case arrangements. Although 
the laws on human trafficking and racial discrimination suggest some movement 
away from the stalemate of the previous years, these changes are primarily symbolic, 
as they showcase Tunisia’s adherence to international human rights, but have limited 
effects in terms of the number of people concerned and the rights granted to them. 
With the asylum law and a reform of the 2004 law out of sight, the core of Tunisia’s 
immigration regime – entry and stay rights – has remained untouched. This demon-
strates the resilience of the pre-revolutionary, restrictive approach to immigration.

One issue that is becoming central to civil society advocacy, but has been ignored 
by Tunisian policymakers so far, is the regularization of irregular migrants. Inspired by 
Moroccan policy developments, CSOs are increasingly requesting a regulatization 
campaign in Tunisia. Tunisian authorities’ reaction to such demands will set the direc-
tion for future developments: On the one hand, a regularization is a one-off policy 
measure and as such does not engage the Tunisian state in the long term. It could thus 
be one more layer in Tunisia’s ambiguous, provisional approach. On the other hand, 
a regularization would make Tunisian authorities enter policy territory that they have 
avoided until now: the question of residence permits. In the medium-term, this could 
increase pressures on the state to reform the 2004 law and enact an asylum law. As 
one respondent concluded: “The relentless lobbying continues, both internationally 
and at the level of Tunisia, and we hope to achieve results” (T17-I12). The immigration 
history of Western Europe and the current developments in East Asian countries such 
as Japan, South Korea or Malaysia suggest that Tunisia’s policy of ignoring immigra-
tion is unlikely to be sustainable in the long run: At some point, governments end up 
acknowledging the reality of immigration and, willingly or grudgingly, accommodate 
it (Castles, de Haas and Miller 2014). 




